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Innovative mass timber panels, known as composite laminated panels (CLP), have been developed using lumber and laminated
strand lumber (LSL) laminates. In this study, strain distributions of various 5-layer CLP and cross-laminated timber (CLT) were
investigated by experimental and two modelling methods. Seven (7) diﬀerent panel types were tested in third-point bending and
short-span shear tests. During the tests, the digital imaging correlation (DIC) technique was used to measure the normal and shear
strain in areas of interest. Evaluated component properties were used to determine strain distributions based on the shear analogy
method and ﬁnite element (FE) modelling. The calculated theoretical strain distributions were compared with the DIC test results
to evaluate the validity of strain distributions predicted by the analytical model (shear analogy) and numerical model (FE analysis).
In addition, the inﬂuence of the test setup on the shear strain distribution was investigated. Results showed that the DIC strain
distributions agreed well with the ones calculated by the shear analogy method and FE analysis. Both theoretical methods agree
well with the test results in terms of strain distribution shape and magnitude. While the shear analogy method shows limitations
when it comes to local strain close to the supports or gaps, the FE analysis reﬂects these strain shifts well. The ﬁndings support that
the shear analogy is generally applicable for the stress and strain determination of CLP and CLT for structural design, while an FE
analysis can be beneﬁcial when it comes to the evaluation of localized stresses and strains. Due to the inﬂuence of compression at a
support, the shear strain distribution near the support location is not symmetric. This is conﬁrmed by the FE method.

1. Introduction
Cross laminated timber (CLT) and other mass timber panels
like glue-, nail-, or dowel-laminated timber have become
increasingly popular in the last decades. The increase in
popularity can be a tribute to their large dimensions and
cross sections, which allow for high levels of prefabrication
and fast construction. Glue-, nail-, and dowel-laminated
timber panels are manufactured from parallel lumber pieces
connected to each other by either glue or nails of wooden
dowels. Due to the parallel members, these panel types
behave like beam elements in out-of-plane loading situations
and can be considered as one-way elements. On the other

hand, CLT panels are made from the commonly orthogonally arrangement of layers consisting of graded sawn
lumber pieces that are glued to each other. The orthogonal
arrangement of the layers lets CLT panels behave more like
plates under out-of-plane loading, where loads can be
transferred in both panel directions. Based on this, CLT
panels can be considered two-way elements. However, the
orthogonal arrangement of the layers leads to layers with
radial-tangential cross section, which provide low shear
modulus and strength. Due to this, CLT under out-of-plane
loading is prone to high shear deformations and the socalled rolling shear failures when exposed to shear stresses
perpendicular to the grain. Besides the low shear properties
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of these cross-layers, gaps between the lumber pieces within
these layers further promote shear deformation and rolling
shear failures. Edge-gluing between adjacent laminates
within a layer is beneﬁcial but is not mandatory in the
production of CLT [1].
Hybrid CLT with 3 layers made from European spruce
and a European beech centre layer was tested in out-of-plane
loading by [2]. Four-point bending tests and planar shear
tests were used to determine the rolling shear properties of
the beech core layer. Deﬂection measurements and strain
gauges were used to determine the shear modulus of the
beech. It was found that beech cross-layers improve the
global shear behaviour of CLT signiﬁcantly; both, shear
modulus and strength improved; and the failure was shifted
towards a longitudinal shear failure within the outer layers.
In addition, the improved shear performance potentially
allows for a simpliﬁed approach in design, treating the
section as a rigid composite.
The bending and shear behaviour of 3-layer CLP and
CLT formed from spruce-pine-ﬁr (SPF) and laminated
strand lumber (LSL) materials were investigated by [3]. Four
(4) diﬀerent lay-ups were evaluated in the program through
bending and shear tests. The results showed that specimens
with a LSL core layer and SPF outer layers had a 23% higher
bending strength while reaching similar bending stiﬀness
and a signiﬁcant increase in shear stiﬀness compared to
regular CLT. In addition, the bending failure was shifted
from a rolling shear failure towards a ﬂexural tensile failure.
The short-span shear tests showed that the shear strength of
specimens with a LSL core layer and SPF outer layers increased by 46% compared to regular CLT.
The use of oriented strand board (OSB) and spruce-pineﬁr lumber in 3- and 5-layer CLP and CLT panels was
evaluated by [4]. Ten diﬀerent lay-ups were tested in the
major and minor strength direction. The shear resistance
and stress of the lay-ups were determined by experiments,
shear analogy method, and ﬁnite element (FE) analysis. The
results showed that the OSB provided higher mechanical
properties compared to the lumber in the minor strength
direction of the panels. Various failure modes were observed
during bending tests. All hybrid CLT panels showed higher
shear resistance compared to regular CLT. Furthermore, it
was observed that the diﬀerence in shear resistance between
the major and minor strength directions of hybrid CLT
panels decreased with an increasing number of layers.
Three-layer CLP was investigated in [5]. The outer layers
were made from Acacia lumber, while the core layer was
formed from bamboo boards. Bending and shear tests were
performed based on [6]. The tested CLP panels showed 176%
higher bending stiﬀness and 37% higher bending strength
compared to regular spruce-pine-ﬁr CLT. The shear strength
of the tested CLP was found to be 20% lower than the shear
strength of spruce-pine-ﬁr CLT. It was stated that the shear
performance can potentially be improved if bamboo boards
with higher strength are used.
Diﬀerent analytical models were used by [7] to investigate the inﬂuence of shear deformation and the so-called
rolling shear phenomenon in CLT in out-of-plane loading.
The research compared results from the shear analogy
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method, the so-called Gamma method, and FE analysis with
theoretical results assuming inﬁnitely rigid transverse layers.
The results showed that the inﬂuence of shear deformation
can usually be neglected for most construction relevant cases
(span-to-thickness ratio >30). For shorter panels, the inﬂuence of shear deformation should be considered. All of the
utilized methods were capable of addressing the shear deformation and showed good agreement if appropriate input
properties are used.
The inﬂuence of regular gaps between laminates within
CLT layers was investigated by [8]. Laboratory test results
were compared with results from FE analysis. The results
from FE analysis showed good agreement with the laboratory tests. The work shows that the inﬂuence of small gaps
can generally be neglected when determining the bending
stiﬀness and that the inﬂuence of larger gaps can be
addressed using a volume fraction approach. It was found
that the inﬂuence of gaps between laminates on the in- and
out-of-plane shear and torsional stiﬀness does not follow a
volume fraction approach and that even narrow gaps lead to
a signiﬁcant reduction in stiﬀness.
The bending and shear properties of seven (7) diﬀerent
5-layer CLP and CLT panel lay-ups were investigated in [9].
The bending properties were evaluated in third-point
bending tests as well as modal tests while the shear properties
were determined in short-span three-point bending tests.
Compared to regular CLT, the CLP tests showed an increase
of up to 43% of the bending stiﬀness, 87% of the bending
strength, and up to 143% of the shear strength. The results
were compared with the results calculated based on the shear
analogy method. Similar to the ﬁndings in [3], the observed
failure modes suggest that the use of structural composite
lumber materials could avoid potential rolling shear failures.
The digital imaging correlation (DIC) technique was
employed to measure the strain developments in the
thickness direction during bending and shear tests. The DIC
results were brieﬂy presented in [10].
All the research presented above addresses diﬀerent
structural CLP or CLT elements, but only some of it measures the strain behaviour of these elements during loading.
While the work by [2, 4] evaluated local strain behaviour
using strain gauges, only [10] utilized the DIC technique to
evaluate strain distributions over the full height of the
sections. Strain gauges are commonly used to evaluate the
strain in the cross-layers of CLT and CLP elements. Due to
the local nature of strain gauges, strain gauges located on
these cross-layers cannot usually detect the inﬂuence of
support conditions on the strain distribution, which is
addressed in this research. The research [4, 7, 8] shows that
FE analysis is well suited for determining strain, stress, and
deﬂection of CLT and CLP panels. Nevertheless, the works
do not address the eﬀects of rapid local changes in loading.
Both the shear analogy method and FE modelling are
currently adopted for the structural design of CLT building.
The shear analogy method is a user-friendly analytical
method, which is applicable for both CLT and CLP panels
with the advantages in computational eﬃciency. FE modelling is well known to handle complicated geometry and
load cases. The tests conducted in [9, 10] provided the
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experimental data for the work presented herein, which aims
to compare the shear and normal strains between DIC
measurements and predictions by shear analogy method and
FE modelling. The results will provide insights into the
structural design of CLT members under out-of-plane loads.

2. Materials and Methods
As mentioned above, some of the materials, specimen
preparation, test procedures, and test results were previously
presented in [10]. Therefore, the used materials, the specimen preparation, and test procedures are only described
here brieﬂy as more detailed information can be found in
[10]. In addition to the brief descriptions related to the
laboratory tests and the analysis based on the shear analogy
method, this section contains detailed information about the
determination of the stress distributions and the modelling
details in FE analysis.
2.1. Component Properties and Specimen Fabrication.
Spruce-pine-ﬁr (SPF) lumber of No. 2 grade and laminated
strand lumber (LSL) were used to form the seven (7)
symmetrically lay-up CLP and CLT panels. Before the CLP
and CLT panels were formed, the moduli of elasticity (MOE)
of the materials parallel to the grain were evaluated based on
[6]. For the MOE values perpendicular to the grain and the
shear moduli of the lumber, assumptions were made. The
MOE perpendicular to the grain and the shear modulus
parallel to the grain were estimated based on ratios of 1/16
and 1/30 of the MOE parallel to the grain of the lumber as
suggested by [11]. The shear modulus perpendicular to the
grain was assumed based on test results published in [12].
The MOE perpendicular to the grain of the LSL was assumed
based on a ratio of 1/8 of the MOE parallel to the grain of the
LSL [13]. The planar shear properties of the LSL were
evaluated based on [14]. Table 1 presents the material
properties of the lumber and LSL.
Seven (7) diﬀerent CLP and CLT lay-ups were formed
from the lumber and LSL. The panels were manufactured
using a one-component polyurethane adhesive applied to
one face only at a spread rate of 220 g/m2. Due to the low
moisture content of the LSL, the LSL surfaces were misted
with water (32 g/m2) before the gluing process to facilitate
the curing of the adhesive. A bonding pressure of 1.38 N/
mm2 was applied to the assemblies. The panels were stored
after gluing for at least 24 h before cutting the panels into test
specimens. Two lay-ups were formed with but joints within
LSL layers. Like the edges of the lumber pieces within a layer,
these butt joints were formed without the application of
adhesive. Figure 1 shows a butt joint within LSL layers. From
the panels, which were about 2750 mm long, 1219 mm wide,
and 184 mm thick, shear and bending specimens were cut.
Shear specimens were cut to dimensions of 200 mm width
and 1200 mm length. Test specimens for lay-ups with butt
joints were cut in a way that the butt joints were located at
the centre of the specimen. The bending specimens were cut
to a width of 200 mm. Table 2 presents the diﬀerent lay-ups,
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Table 1: Component properties of lumber and LSL materials.

Material Index

MC
(%)

Density
(kg/m3)

Count
Mean
SE
Count
Mean
SE

18
7.4
0.05
22
3.4
0.03

36
470
5.0
44
644
3.0

Lumber

LSL
∗

MOE
(N/mm2)
//
⊥
36
—
10494 350∗
243
—
44
—
9520 1190∗
130
—

Shear
modulus
(N/mm2)
//
⊥
—
—
656∗ 120∗
—
—
6
6
463 200
26.7 7.6

Values based on assumptions.

Figure 1: Butt joints in the 2nd and 4th layer of a 5-layer A1a
specimen.

Table 2: Five-layer CLP and CLT lay-ups (“T” � timber, “L” � LSL).
ID
Lay-up
Layer orientation Shear tests Bending tests
A1
T-L-L-L-T
//-//-//-//-//
8
13
A1a T-L∗ -L-L∗ -T
//-//∗ -//-//∗ -//
8
16
//-//-//∗ -//-//
8
14
A1b T-L-L∗ -L-T
B1
L-T-L-T-L
//-⊥-//-⊥-//
6
12
B2
L-T-L-T-L
//-//-//-//-//
6
14
C1
T-T-T-T-T
//-⊥-//-⊥-//
2
4
C2
T-T-T-T-T
⊥-//-⊥-//-⊥
2
4
∗

Layer contained a centred butt joint in LSL layer.

indicates the layer orientations, and provides the number of
test specimens tested.
Before the shear and bending tests were performed, high
contrast speckle patterns were applied onto the specimens.
These speckle patterns allowed the digital imaging correlation (DIC) software to track the displacement of recognizable shapes and patterns based on photos taken during
the loading process. By comparing the location of the recognizable patterns and shapes within the consecutively taken
pictures with a reference picture taken before loading, the
DIC software is capable of measuring displacement and
strain of the laminate materials. Further information about
DIC technique can be found in [15]. The shear test specimens were prepared with one speckle area, located over a
support to measure the shear strain with minimum interference from bending strain. Two speckle areas were applied
to the bending test specimens: one to evaluate maximum
normal strain in the shear-free zone at the centre of the span
and the other on one side halfway between a support and the
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nearest loading point to evaluate the shear strain unaﬀected
by the supports. Figure 2 shows a picture of the shear test
setup and the speckle pattern as well as a shear force diagram. The shear speckle area is indicated by a red rectangle.
Figure 3 shows a picture of the third-point bending tests and
the applied speckle areas as well as a shear force and bending
moment diagram. The shear speckle area is indicated by a
red square while the bending speckle area is indicated by a
green square.
2.2. Test Procedures. The shear and bending tests were
performed based on [6] in test setups recommended in [16].
The shear tests were performed as short-span centre-point
load shear tests at a span of 1000 mm (span-to-depth
ratio � 5.5) and at a displacement rate of 2 mm/min. A total
of 40 shear tests were performed. For the bending tests, a
third-point bending test setup was employed at a test span of
2500 mm (span-to-depth ratio � 13.6), and tests were performed at a displacement rate of 4 mm/min. A total of 77
bending tests were undertaken. During the shear and
bending tests, the applied load was recorded. In addition,
two DIC cameras were focused on each speckle area and
pictures were taken every two seconds and the recorded load
was automatically correlated to the taken pictures.
2.3. Digital Imaging Correlation Analysis. The commercial
DIC software VIC-3D [17] was used to analyse the DIC data. In
the analysis, the relative displacements of the speckles within
the DIC pictures are used to determine the strain across the
speckled area. The software allows the user to deﬁne a speciﬁc
path for which the strain values can be extracted, which are
then plotted with respect to the location along the deﬁned path.
Here, the strain data extracted from the DIC data is directly
used, only minor recalibrations were undertaken to centre the
strain data over the cross section height. In addition, it should
be noted that since VIC-3D uses the Lagrange strain tensors to
calculate the shear strain, which is half of the engineering shear
strain, the shear strain values were converted into engineering
shear strain values. Shear and bending stress distributions can
be determined based on the measured strain distributions using
equations (1) and (2), respectively:
τ (z) � G(z) c(z) ,

(1)

where τ (z) is the shear stress at location z in N/mm2, G(z) is
shear modulus at location z in N/mm2, c(z) is the shear strain
at location z, and z is the distance of the location of interest
to the neutral axis in mm:
σ (z) � E(z) ε(z) ,

(2)

where σ (z) is the bending stress at location z in N/mm2, E(z) is
the MOE at location z in N/mm2, and ε(z) is the normal strain
at location z.
To ensure that the strain data was taken from within the
elastic range of the lay-ups, the strain data was determined at
a load of approximately 40% of the average failure load of the
corresponding test group. The approximate 40% loading of
the average failure loads are presented in Table 3, where Fu is

the failure load. For the bending tests, Fu represents the total
load, not the individual loads.
While the DIC technique provides useful information on
the shear and normal strain distributions, a direct conversion to
stress distributions was not attempted in this research. In order
to determine stress distributions, not only are the material
properties required, but the layer boundaries need to be
established precisely. Due to the measurement process with the
speckle pattern on a white painted surface, the layer boundaries
are hard to determine in some cases. While the boundaries
could be estimated based on the known layer thicknesses, the
location component of the strain distributions of the DIC
measurements has to be considered less precise. The DIC strain
is determined based on local averaging processes, which leads
to uncertainty and missing values close to the specimen
boundaries. This makes it diﬃcult to precisely reference the
strain to the layer boundaries. For specimens with lumber
cross-layers, the large diﬀerences in the moduli of elasticity of
the adjacent layers can lead to signiﬁcant and unrealistic stress
spikes in the associated stress distribution.
2.4. Shear Analogy Analysis. The shear analogy method is
based on [18] and has been adopted in the CLT product
standard [16] as well as in the Canadian timber design code
CSA O86 [11] to determine the eﬀective bending stiﬀness
and shear stiﬀness of CLT. In order to determine the stress
and strain distributions, the eﬀective bending stiﬀness EIeﬀ
of the cross section needs to be known. Here, the eﬀective
bending stiﬀness was determined for a shear-rigid equivalent
system as described in [19]. The eﬀective bending stiﬀness
EIeﬀ of a rectangular cross section is determined based on fd3
n

EIeff �  Ei
i

n
bi h3i
+  Ei Ai z2c,i ,
12
i

(3)

where EIeﬀ is the eﬀective bending stiﬀness in Nmm2, Ei is
the MOE of layer i in N/mm2, bi and hi are the width and
thickness, respectively, of layer i in mm, Ai is the cross
section area of layer i in mm2, and zc,i is the distance of the
centre of layer i to the neutral axis in mm.
While the strain distributions in the DIC tests can be
directly extracted from the DIC software and then could be
used to determine the stress distributions, the approach
based on the shear analogy goes the opposite way. Here, the
stress distributions are determined ﬁrst and the strain distributions are then determined by transforming equations
(1) and (2) towards c(z) and ε(z), respectively. The shear stress
distribution for an inhomogeneous cross section can be
determined based on equation (4). Equation (5) presents an
equation for the determination of the bending stress distribution of an inhomogeneous cross section:
τ (z) �

V  E(z) S(z)
,
EIeff b(z)

(4)

where V is the shear force in N,  E(z) S(z) is the MOE
weighted static moment at location z in Nmm, and b(z) is the
width of the element at location z in mm:
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Load

Shear

Bending

Figure 2: DIC area in shear test and related shear diagram.

Load

Shear

Bending

Figure 3: DIC areas in bending test and related shear and bending diagrams.

Table 3: Failure loads and loads for strain evaluation of lay-ups.
ID
A1
A1a
A1b
B1
B2
C1
C2

Lay-up

Layer orientation

T-L-L-L-T
T-L∗ -L-L∗ -T
T-L-L∗ -L-T
L-T-L-T-L
L-T-L-T-L
T-T-T-T-T
T-T-T-T-T

//-//-//-//-//
//-//∗ -//-//∗ -//
//-//-//∗ -//-//
//-⊥-//-⊥-//
//-//-//-//-//
//-⊥-//-⊥-//
⊥-//-⊥-//-⊥

Fu (kN)
138.7
136.5
148.9
77.7
178.1
73.4
37.4

Shear tests
0.4Fu (kN)
55.5
54.6
59.5
31.1
71.2
29.4
15.0

Fu (kN)
86.0
75.6
79.8
55.9
108.1
57.7
28.5

Bending tests
0.4Fu (kN)
34.4
30.2
31.9
22.3
43.2
23.1
11.4

Fu is the total failure load measured by a load cell attached to the cross-head.

σ (z) �

M
E z,
EIeff (z)

(5)

where M is the bending moment in Nmm.
It should be noted that eﬀective bending stiﬀness (EIeﬀ) was
used for the determination of the strain values, while the
relatively small span-to-thickness ratio of the bending tests
suggests that the use of the apparent bending stiﬀness (EIapp),
which includes the eﬀects of shear deformation, might be more
appropriate. Here, the eﬀective bending stiﬀness (EIeﬀ) was
used since it is a common published design parameter for mass
timber panels and the general shape of the strain distributions
would not be altered signiﬁcantly, although there would be a
slight diﬀerence in numerical values if EIapp was used instead.
The shear and bending stresses were determined based
on a load of approximately 40% of the average failure load of
the corresponding test group (see Table 3).

2.5. Finite Element Analysis. The FE analysis allows the
direct extraction of strain and stress distributions. For the FE

analysis, the commercial software Abaqus was employed
[20]. The software allows creating three-dimensional models
which can present the desired structure. Here, the CLP and
CLT specimens were modelled by 3D deformable elements.
It was assumed that the inﬂuence of gaps between adjacent
pieces of lumber within layers running parallel to the test
span can be neglected; each parallel layer was modelled by a
single element. Layers that included gaps between pieces
running perpendicular to the test span (A1a, A1b, B1, C1,
and C2) were modelled with physical gaps (1 mm). The
material properties used in the FE model were generally
based on the properties evaluated in the component tests.
Assumptions were made for the missing property characteristics. The properties were assigned direction based on the
property orientations within the lay-ups. It should be noted
that the lumber cross-layer elements were assigned the
property “Lumber ⊥.” Here, the properties of the lumber
were converted to the global directions of the FE model in
order to be able to present FE colour contour plots, which
are based on global local systems. Therefore, the property
directions of the lumber cross-layers needed to be changed
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to match the other materials. Table 4 presents the material
properties used in the FE models.
The bond between layers was assumed to be rigid;
therefore, the layers were tied together in the FE models. In
order to allow the extraction of the strain and stress data at
similar locations as used in the laboratory tests, partitions
were created in the model at the locations of interest. The
general mesh size was chosen to be about half the layer
thickness. Only in the areas of interest, the mesh size was
redeﬁned to 1/9 of the layer thickness to increase the data
resolution. It should be noted that the redeﬁned mesh was
chosen for the purpose of resolution and that no convergence tests were conducted for the peak strain values. The
boundary conditions were applied to reﬂect the boundary
conditions of the laboratory tests. In order to simulate the
inﬂuence of the support and loading plates, steel plates were
added to the model, to which the boundary conditions and
loads were applied. Similar to the laboratory shear tests, the
supports in the FE shear model were not free to rotate, while
the supports in the bending tests FE model were not restrained and were allowed to rotate freely. The contacts
between all elements were deﬁned as hard contacts in the
normal direction of the surfaces other than the tied surfaces
between layers and a friction coeﬃcient of 0.3 was assigned
of the tangential behaviour. The applied load level used in
the analysis was 40% of the average failure load of the
corresponding test group (see Table 3). Figure 4 shows the
FE models for the CLT shear and bending test specimen C1.
The locations of the shear related results are shown by red
lines and the location of the bending strain results is indicated by a yellow line.

3. Results and Discussion
In the following, the results from the digital imaging correlation (DIC) strain measurements, the shear analogy (SA),
and the FE analysis are presented. All results were obtained
at a load of about 40% of the failure loads of the respective
specimens in the related test setups as indicated in Table 3.
The following graphs show colour contour plots from the
DIC and FE evaluations, as well as strain diagrams presenting data evaluated based on DIC, shear analogy (SA)
method, and ﬁnite element (FE) analysis. The locations of
the strain evaluations in the DIC and FE contour plots tests
are indicated by black dashed lines. The associated strain
distributions were evaluated based on a chosen reference line
within the software. It should be noted that the legends
associated with the DIC colour contour plots are based in the
full contour plot areas. The FE strain distributions were
measured at the outer surface of the models. The colours
within the DIC and FE contour plots might not match, and
the plots are presented in order to show the strain distributions over the sections.
3.1. Shear Strain in Shear Tests. As shown in Figures 2 and 4,
the shear strain measurements from the shear tests were
evaluated close to the support areas. Figure 5 presents the
data for the lay-ups A1, A1a, and A1b. Here, contour plots
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are shown from A1 only since all three lay-ups are almost
identical, which reﬂects in the contour plots as well as the
diagrams. Figures 6–9 show the information for lay-ups B1,
B2, C1, and C2, respectively.
In general, it can be said that the DIC and FE colour
contour plots match each other fairly well for all specimens.
It should be noted that the shear strain in the DIC contour
plot is presented as Lagrange strain tensors and therefore the
strain values in the DIC contour plot legends are about half
of the FE strain at the corresponding locations. High strain
zones are located in similar areas of the contour plots. It can
be seen that gaps between laminates (B1, C1, and C2) show
high strain areas within the DIC contour plots, while the
gaps show less signiﬁcantly in the FE contour plots. The
reason for this is likely the DIC evaluation method. As
mentioned earlier, DIC determines the strain based on
averaged relative movements. In the DIC analysis, the two
boundaries and the related speckles are optically connected
as they are used as reference points for each other. When
gaps widen during loading, the speckles on the two
boundaries of the gaps lead to high measured strain in the
DIC. In the FE analysis, the boundaries of the gaps are not
used as reference points for the determination of the strain
values and thereby the strain values show less pronounce in
the contour plots. In all diagrams, it can be observed that
both DIC and FE data show asymmetrical strain distributions with respect to the centre of the cross sections
(z � 0 mm) with higher strain towards the bottom lumberto-LVL glueline followed by a step in strain. The asymmetric
shape of the shear strain distributions from the shear tests
was due to nearby reaction force. A locally induced load has
a similar eﬀect, leading to an asymmetrical shaped strain
distribution with higher shear strain values on the side
(z � positive or negative) of the induced load. Here, this was
ampliﬁed since the boundary conditions were not free to
rotate. The specimen rotates on the inner edges of the
support, leading to a rapid decrease in internal forces within
the cross section. While the FE distributions generally show
similar characteristics as the DIC distributions, the SA
distributions show a symmetrical shape, while still showing
similar characteristics such as stepwise and parabolic
characteristics. For A1, A1a, and A1b (Figure 5), it can be
seen that the three specimens show similar strain distributions. It can be seen that the measured strain based on
DIC exceeds both SA and FE calculated strains, but similar
characteristics between DIC and FE strain distributions can
be observed. For specimens B1, B2, C1, and C2
(Figures 6–9), the main characteristic of the shear strain
distributions can be described as stepwise. Specimens with
lumber cross-layers (B1, C1, and C2), especially, show strong
steps, while the distribution specimen B2 shows both strong
stepwise and parabolic characteristics.
3.2. Shear Strain in Bending Tests. As shown in Figures 3 and
4, the shear strain measurements from the bending tests
were evaluated halfway between a support and the closest
loading point. Figure 10 presents the data for the lay-ups A1,
A1a, and A1b. Here, contour plots are shown from A1 only
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Table 4: Material properties in ﬁnite element models.

Material

E11

Lumber
Lumber ⊥
LSL
∗

MOE (N/mm2)
E22
∗

10494
350∗
9520

Shear modulus (N/mm2)
G12
G13
G23

E33
∗

350
10494
1904∗

∗

350
350∗
1904∗

∗

656
656∗
463

∗

656
120∗
463

Poisson ratio (—)
v13

v12
∗

120
656∗
200

0.32
0.11∗
0.21∗

∗

0.35
0.43∗
0.13∗

v23
0.43∗
0.12∗
0.38∗

Values based on assumptions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Finite element models for shear and bending of CLT C1 (shear strain location � red lines, bending strain location � yellow line).
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Figure 5: Continued.
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Figure 5: Colour contour plots of A1 and shear strain distribution from shear tests for A1, A1a, and A1b.
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Figure 6: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from shear tests for B1.
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Figure 7: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from shear tests for B2.
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Figure 8: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from shear tests for C1.
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Figure 9: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from shear tests for C2.
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Figure 10: Continued.
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Figure 10: Colour contour plots of A1 and shear strain distribution from bending tests for A1, A1a, and A1b.
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Figure 11: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from bending tests for B1.
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Figure 12: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from bending tests for B2.
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Figure 13: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from bending tests for C1.
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Figure 14: Colour contour plots and shear strain distribution from bending tests for C2.
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Figure 15: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for A1.
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Figure 16: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for A1a.
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Figure 17: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for A1b.
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Figure 18: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for B1.
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Figure 19: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for B2.
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Figure 20: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for C1.
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Figure 21: Colour contour plots and normal strain distribution from bending tests for C2.
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since all three lay-ups are almost identical, which reﬂects in
the contour plots as well as the diagrams. Figures 11–14
show the information for lay-ups B1, B2, C1, and C2,
respectively.
As before, for the shear test related strain evaluations, it
can be seen that the colour contour plots of DIC and FE
match well. As previously described, the shear strain in the
DIC contour plot is presented as Lagrange strain tensors and
is therefore about half of the corresponding FE values.
Similar to the shear strain DIC contour plots from the shear
tests, gaps between laminates (B1, C1, and C2) show high
strain areas. As before, this is likely due to the strain
evaluation process of the DIC method. Compared to the
shear test related shear strain distributions, the shear strain
from the bending tests shows a higher level of symmetry with
respect to the centre of the cross section (z � 0 mm). This has
to do with the location of the strain determination. Here, the
absence of a nearby induced load or a reaction force leads to
a symmetrical strain distribution shape. Besides the missing
higher strain towards the bottom lumber-to-LVL glueline,
all specimens show the same characteristics that were observed in the shear test related strain distributions.
3.3. Normal Strain in Bending Tests. As shown in Figures 3
and 4, the normal strain measurements from the bending
tests were evaluated about halfway between loading points.
Figures 15–21 present the data for the lay-ups A1, A1a, A1b,
B1, B2, C1, and C2, respectively. It should be noted that all
FE results were taken slightly oﬀ centre in order to obtain
strain values from the edge of the gaps between lamina, while
the SA related data was determined within the gaps. This was
done since the SA approach only distinguishes between two
cases, a solid cross section or a cross section with gaps, but
cannot address the strain at the boundaries. This is the case
for lay-ups A1a, A1b, B1, C1, and C2.
Similar to the shear strain evaluations, the colour contour plots of DIC and FE show good agreement for the
normal strain. Due to the DIC strain evaluation process,
gaps between laminates (A1a, A1b, B1, C1, and C2) show as
high strain areas. Here, specimens A1, A1a, and A1b are
presented separately since the gaps in A1a and A1b are
located close to the areas of interest. Based on the distribution of the modulus of elasticity (MOE), specimens A1
and B2 (Figures 15 and 19, respectively) are almost homogeneous. This reﬂects in the normal strain distributions,
where these two specimens show linear behaviour in all three
methods. The DIC data of A1, especially, shows good
agreement, while the DIC data of B2 shows some deviation
from the calculated strain distributions. These variations
could have occurred due to the rough surface of the LVL and
associated inaccuracies in the DIC measurement. Another
reason could be the local variations in MOE. Similar to A1,
A1b (Figure 17) shows almost linear behaviour since the
installed gap is located close to the neutral axis and therefore
the inﬂuence of the gap is rather small. For all other
specimens with gaps, namely, A1a, B1, C1, and C2 (Figures 16, 18, 20, and 21, respectively), the inﬂuence of the gaps
is more obvious. It can be seen that both SA and FE show
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good agreement with the measured DIC data, with the FE
distributions generally reﬂecting the DIC data better in the
area of the gaps where the DIC distributions follow a more
rounded trend compared to the deﬁned steps of the SA
method. It can be seen that the rounded steps of the DIC
distributions in the areas of the gaps are larger within the
tension zone (bottom half of the cross sections). A reason
could be that the gaps in the compression zone (top half of
the cross sections) close, thereby transferring forces in
contact. Another reason could be diﬀerent MOE values in
compression and tension within the materials [21].

4. Conclusions
Seven (7) diﬀerent 5-layer composite laminated panels
(CLP) and cross-laminated timber (CLT) panels were
manufactured and tested as beams in short-span shear tests
and third-point bending tests. Shear and normal strain
measurements were taken during the tests using the digital
imaging correlation (DIC) technique. The strain distributions were compared with distributions calculated based on
the shear analogy (SA) method and ﬁnite element (FE)
analysis.
The results show that the shear analogy method is capable of estimating shear and normal strain distributions in
CLP and CLT and therefore the shear and normal stress
distributions. In situations where loads are introduced locally or supports induce a rapid change in internal forces due
to geometrical constraints, the shear analogy method underestimates local shear strain, which could lead to potential
premature failure of the structural element. This is not
surprising since the shear analogy method was not developed to determine internal stresses and strains close to local
loadings or supports. Here, a determination of the shear
strain and stress based on FE analysis might be advisable as
the FE results show better agreement with the measured DIC
strain in the areas of the supports. In addition, the FE
analysis generally shows a closer agreement with the measured strain around gaps within layers as the shear analogy
can only distinguish between the gap and no-gap cases, but
not the gap boundary case. Furthermore, FE analysis has the
potential to include the eﬀects of local reinforcement
measures on strain distributions. It should be noted that the
accuracy of both shear analogy and FE analysis is highly
dependent on the assumed material properties.
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